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Abstract

Generating non-reciprocal radio frequency transduction plays important roles in a wide range of research

and applications, and an aspiration is to integrate this functionality into micro-circuit without introducing

magnetic field, which, however, remains challenging. By designing a 1D artificial lattice structure with

neighbor-interaction engineered parametrically, we predicted a non-reciprocity transduction with giant uni-

directionality. We then experimentally demonstrated the phenomenon on a nano-electromechanical chip

fabricated by conventional complementary metal-silicon processing. A unidirectionality with isolation as

high as24 dB is achieved and several different transduction schemes are realized by programming the con-

trol voltages topology. Apart from being used as a radio frequency isolator, the system provides a way

to build practical on-chip programmable device for many researches and applications in radio frequency

domain.
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In crystal lattice of normal matter, the behavior of mechanical oscillating propagation follows a

general symmetry known as reciprocity that makes wave transport bidirectional, and such a prop-

erty originates from the time-reversal symmetric nature ofthe micro-scale chemical interactions

between the atoms of the lattice. Familiar examples are reversibility of optical and acoustic wave

[1, 2] encountered in our everyday life. To generate unidirectional transport for specific applica-

tions, a direct way is to break the time reversal symmetry, and in electro-magnetic domain, special

magnetic effects are explored and widely used for such a purpose, such as Faraday rotation [3].

However, it becomes awkward when the frequency goes from optical to radio frequency (RF)

domain, where a lot of applications exist such as building classical and quantum communication

networks and weak signal measurement. This is because the extending of wavelength into the

scale of meters makes the corresponding unidirectional component bulky, while active methods,

such as using transistors, bring about additional noise andhigh power consumption [4, 5] and so

become incompatible for high performance and integration purposes. Therefore, realization of

chip-scale RF unidirectional component without these drawbacks is extremely valuable.

Extensive efforts have been paid to exploring new way to magnetic-free unidirectional trans-

duction recently. A passive way is to make use of the nonlinear response of the medium propa-

gation [6–9], and other active ways include modulating the medium by applying an external field

that works effectively as magnetism of the medium [10–14], and engineering the optical cavity’s

internal symmetry [15, 16]. These schemes have characteristic sizes limited by the wavelength

of the wave. A subtle scheme that exploring the medium’s angular momentum is proposed [17],

which well releases the limitation on the device by wavelength and has been experimentally ex-

plored both by using acoustic wave in fluid and by electric circuit [18, 19]. Inspired by topological

states in condensed matter, unidirectional transports of classic waves as topological edge states

have been observed [20–22], but the constructed devices for RF domain are far from integration.

In an artificial lattice, the micro-scale interaction between “atom” is no more given by chem-

ical interaction but can be engineered externally [22–25], therefore special behaviors different

from those in normal crystal lattices can be generate. By introducing a time-dependent interaction

which breaks time-reversal symmetry, non-reciprocity is expectable. For practical realization at

radio frequency domain, a system of nano-electromechanical components serves as an ideal can-

didate due to its natural RF frequency matching and readiness for integration puropose [26, 27].

Besides, its compatibility to conventional CMOS processing, convenient interface to integrated

micro-circuit, as well as its ability to function in ambientcondition, make it promising for various
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further practical applications. In this letter, we demonstrated such an parametric artificial lattice

using a radio-frequency nano-mechanical chip, giant non-reciprocally transduction behaviour are

generated and the controllability in the parametric interaction make the structure configurable for

different transduction scheme.

The model system we constructed contains a chain of 1D harmonic oscillators as schematic in

Fig. 1. Each oscillator of vibrational amplitudexi couples to adjacent ones parametrically with

spatial and time dependent strength described by the following equation:

miẍi = −[miω
2
i δi,j −Li,j(t)]xj , (1)

whereωi andmi are the circular frequency and the mass of oscillatori, respectively, andLij(t)

is time-dependent parametric coupling matrix with its nonzero elements satisfyingLi,i+1(t) =

Li+1,i(t) = −ηicos(ω
p
i t)δi(t), andLi,i(t) = −[Li,i+1(t)+Li,i−1(t)], with ηi the coupling strength,

ωp
i the pump frequency andδi(t) the modulation function. The pump frequency is chosen to satisfy

the frequency conversion condition [28]

ωp
i = |ωi − ωi+1|, (2)

so as to convert the motions between oscillatorsi andi+ 1. The modulation takes the form

δi(t) = cos (Ωt− iΘ), (3)

with Ω andΘ the modulation frequency and delay phase, respectively. A time delay is then defined

asτ = Θ/Ω. The key difference of such an artificial lattice from a natural chemical crystal lattice

lies in the coupling matrixLi,j(t), whose time-reversal symmetry (T-symmetry) is apparently

broken sinceLi,j(−t) 6= Li,j(t). However, when time reversal and space reflection transformation

(P-symmetry) are taken simultaneously, the equation of motion is invariant, showing the property

of PT-symmetry (see SM for detail).

In real physics, apart from the dynamics dictated by Eq. (1),a universal dissipation that leads

to the transfer of coherent energy of the system into environment needs to be included. As a

result, when a resonant external excitation is applied ontothe leftmost (or rightmost) oscillator,

the energy transports coherently to the rightmost (or leftmost) one with only weak loss for the

intended transduction direction, but decays almost entirely to the environment for the reversed

direction. Both the transduction direction and the isolation (defined below) can be controlled by

setting suitable parameters. Specifically, by setting the modulation as constant, i.e.,δi(t) = 1,
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the system behaviors as a common bidirectional transmission line, but when the modulation is

tuned to be positive,Θ > 0 (negative delay,Θ < 0), the transduction from left to right is allowed

(suppressed) but the reversed is suppressed (allowed), as shown in Fig. 1(d). The interaction

described above does not bring in any additional noise [28], as can be seen straightforwardly by

going to the quantum mechanics picture, where the parametric condition of Eq. (2) ensures the

conservation of the system’s total phonon numbers, which, in the limit ofωi = ωj, indicates the

conservation of total energy and therefore passive (see SM for detail).

To further understand the system, we numerically solved Eq.(1) with dissipation (see the model

in SM). The parameters for lattice withN oscillators are set to be symmetric under space reflection

in absence of parametric coupling, i.e. whenLi,j(t) = 0. A resonant excitation forceFi(t) =

F cos(ωit) is applied on oscillatori (i = 1 orN), then the amplitude of vibrationxj (j = N or 1)

is registered after the system becomes stationary. The unidirectionality of forward transduction is

characterized by the forward isolationIfor = (x1/xN )
2. Correspondingly, the backward isolation

is defined asIback = (xN/x1)
2.

Fig. 2(a) plots typical forward isolation valuesIfor as a function of the coupling strengthη (by

setting allηi = η) with corresponding normalized coherence lengthLc (see SM for definition) and

the modulation frequencyΩ. In the simulation, the system’s lattice numberN = 9 and a positive

phase delayΘ = π/8 is adopted. The results show that, when the coherent length is much smaller

than the lattice size (Lc ≪ 1), the unidirectional behaviors are insensitive toη but depend strongly

and especially on the sign ofΩ, indicating one of the motion transduction decaying predominantly

into the environment. While whenLc become comparable to the lattice size (Lc ≥ 1), complicated

behaviors emerge, indicating that the motion propagation reflects many times in the lattice before

decaying into environment. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 2(b), space reflection, as expected,

can also change the system’s behaviors.

In practical usage, in additional to the isolation, the transduction loss is also of concern. We

can tuning both the coupling strength andΩ so that one of transduction is strongly decayed while

maintaining the other one as only weakly decayed. This is realized, as shown in Fig. 2(c), by

increasingN : the forward transduction loss is maintained to about−6 dB for all N , while the

isolation is enhanced. Fig. 2(d) plots the frequency response forN = 9, which shows, as expected,

that the system suppresses backward transduction (Ifor > 1). Fig. 2(e) and 2(f) together with

Fig. 2(d) show that the transduction topology can be easily controlled by changing modulations.

This makes such an artificial system programmable for signaltransduction.
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We demonstrated the model by using an experimental system composed of a chain of doubly

clamped beams made on a SOI wafer with standard nano-fabrication process. The picture of

the device’s chip is shown in Fig. 3(a), and the beams, shown in Fig. 3(b), are numbered1 to 9

from left to right. Each beam works as an artificial mechanical atom similar to the theory. We have

designed the beams with spatially symmetric via left-rightexchange, although in the actual device,

slight differences exist due to fabrication imperfection.This does not damage the performance of

generating unidirectional transduction. The natural frequencies of the beams range from1.1 MHz

to 1.4 MHz, with quality factors around10, 000 (see SM for detailed parameters). The typical

character size of the beams is of the order of tenths of miro-meters. The excitation and detection of

the beams are realized via the forces generated by standard magneto-drives [29] under a magnetic

field of 2 T. The experiment is carried out at4 K in vacuum. It is noted that magneto-drive is

actually not necessary for our system, as, for example, pureelectrical based method is compatible

to the double clamped beam similar to our system [30].

The parametric coupling between two adjacent beams is realized via the electric-static force

generated by, similar to our previous work [28], the sum of the applied d.c. and a.c. voltages

between the two beams, with the frequency of a.c. voltage being the pump frequencyωp
i . The

modulationδi(t) is the key for the unidirectional transduction. In practical realization, we em-

ployed squared wave modulation instead of the sine wave modulation that used in our theoretical

model, as shown in Fig. 3(c). This does not change the unidirectional character but can be simply

implemented by gating the continuous wave with pulses (see comparison in SM).

Fig. 4(a)-(c) plots the characteristic frequency responseof the system. When only two adjacent

beams (i andi + 1) are coupled using continuous wave couplingδi(t) = 1 and the pump voltage

Vi(t) is strong enough, the frequency response (Fig. 4(a)) of the oscillatori exhibits a normal mode

splitting∆ωi, from which we can estimate the coupling strength asηi = 4∆ωi

√

kiki+1/ωiωi+1

(see SM). Similarly, the frequency responses with 3-4 adjacent beams being coupled together are

plotted in Fig. 4(b) and (c) (using the same coupling strengths as the case when only two beams

are coupled), showing the merging of splitting.

Fig. 4(d)-(f) plots the unidirectional transduction of thelattice withN = 7 and its programma-

bility. As expected, when negative delay is used, the forward transmitted signal is suppressed while

the backward propagation is allowed (Fig. 4(d)), with an isolation as high as24 dB being achieved.

In contrast, positive delay leads to the suppression of the backward transmitted signal but allows

forward propagation (Fig. 4(e)). When continuous couplingis employed, bi-directional transmis-
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sions are observed (Fig. 4(f)), showing the feature of a common transmission line. Therefore, the

system becomes programmable by setting different couplingvoltageVi(t) topology. Numerical

simulations show that larger lattice number (N = 9) leads not only to higher isolation, but also to

stronger decay of energy to the environment. Then stronger couplings, i.e., higher voltages, are

required to make the transduction practical, which is not feasible in our current system. The data

for N = 9 andN = 5 are provided in support online material.

In conclusion, we have proposed and experimentally implemented a radio frequency unidirec-

tional transduction in a parametrically coupled 1D mechanical artificial lattice. The implemented

device has already worked as an on-chip and magnetic-free high performance isolator with high

controllability. Furthermore, by simply changing the control topology, the system can be explored

for other functions such as quantum limited parametric amplification [31]. When extended to 2D

lattice, the system described here could be utilized to realize artificial gauge field [32] and used to

build programmable on-chip radio frequency topological device [33].
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FIG. 1. Concept of the mechanical artificial lattice. (A) A chain of harmonic oscillators with adjacent

ones being parametrically coupled, with coupling strengthηi cos(ω
p
i t)δi(t) between oscillatori andi + 1,

and each oscillator has a decay rateγi due to its interaction with the environment. Coherent oscillation

wave propagates forward (purple arrow) or backward (yellowarrow) unidirectionally in such a lattice by

designing coupling topology. (B) The parametric coupling frequencyωp
i is set to satisfy the frequency

conversion conditionωp
i = |ωi − ωi+1|. (C) The periodic modulationδi(t) = cos(Ωt − iΘ) can be taken

as a delayτ = Θ/Ω of oscillator (i + 1) relative to oscillatori. (D) The results of such a lattice can be

expressed as a three port device, with one port connected to environment. For positive delay (τ > 0),

forward coherent signal input at port 1 could transport to port 2 with only weak decay into environment.

While for negative delay, only backward signal passes. For continuous coupling, i.e.,θi(t) = 1, the device

is bi-directional in that both forward and backward signals.
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FIG. 2. Numerical simulation of the model. (A) Dependence ofthe isolation of forward transductionIfor

as a function of coupling strengthη (or alternatively, the corresponding normalized coherence lengthLc)

and the modulation frequencyΩ. The modulation takes the formδi(t) = cos(Ωt− iΘ), with Θ = π/8 and

the lattice numberN = 9. Insets are the profiles indicated by the arrows. (B) Same as Abut as a function

of Θ andΩ, with η = 0.001 N/m. (C) Transduction losses for forward (blue points) and backward (yellow

points) propagations as a function of lattice numberN . Positive delays are employed and the parameters

are set for eachN so that the forward transduction loss is always around−6 dB and at the same time, the

isolation is optimized (indicated by light blue regime). (D) The system’s frequency responses to forward

(left panel) and backward (right panel) transductions, with inset the zooming in of the panel. The modulation

is δi(t) = cos(Ωt− iΘ) with Ω = 50 Hz,Θ = π/8 andη = 0.001 N/m. The responses are normalized to

the peak values whenδi(t) = 1. (E) Same as (D) but for the time reversal case, i.e.,Ω → −Ω. (F) Same as

(D) but under continuous couplingδi(t) = 1. The peak values equal to one due to normalization.
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FIG. 3. Experimental device and scheme. (A) Photograph of the device chip, whose size is about

3 mm×3 mm. The mechanical artificial lattice is located in the middle, while the effective device is less

than100 µm, or a millionth of the wave length of the electromagnetic field of the same characteristic fre-

quency. (B) Scanning electron microscopy of the artificial lattice in false color. The oscillators are clamped

silicon beams with a thin layer of gold deposited on top of them. The first oscillation mode of each beam

vibrates alongx axis. The magnetic field is applied alongz axis for excitation (input) and detection (out-

put), indicated by leftmost and rightmost arrows. Parametric couplings which are used to programme the

functionality of the lattice are realized by voltageVi(t) applied between adjacent beams. (C) The pulse

scheme for realization. Parametric coupling between beamsi andi+1 is realized by a continuous pumping

waveηi cos(ω
p
i t) modulated by the plotted squared wave. The repetition frequencies for all channels are

the sameΩ, while a delayτ is set between adjacent channels.
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FIG. 4. Results of programmable unidirectionality transduction. (A) A represented frequency response

when only two adjacent beams are coupled by continuous pumpδi(t) = 1. The splitting∆ωi is used to

calibrate the coupling strength (data from beam No. 7 with input to the coupled beam No. 6). Dots are

measured data and solid curve is Lorentz fitting to guide eyes.(B,C) same as (A) under the same pump

strength but with three beams (No. 5 , No. 6 and No. 7) and four beams (No. 4 , No. 5 No. 6 and No. 7)

coupled, respectively. (D) The transduction of the latticewith N = 7 under time dependent modulation

with negative delay, parameter used areΘ = π/6 , Ω = 50 Hz andηi ≈ 0.001 N/m. Left is the backward

result with excitation applied on beam No. 3 and amplitude measured on No. 9, normalized to response of

continuous pump. (E) The same as (D) but with positive delay.(F) The same as (D) but with continuous

drive δi(t) = 1.
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